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Components of CTE Instruction

Safety Training

TEA Coherence Sequences

PBL / Industry Experience

DCHS 4 Year Plans

Certifications Certificates License

Senior Project / Essay

PDP Employability Customer Service

Total Participation
- Freshman
- JV
- Varsity

Service Hours/ Volunteer

TEKS Textbook

Program Evaluation Process

Contest/ Competition

CTSO's
- WFR
- Teacher Guides
- Blueprint

Instructional Alignment?
CTE Instructional Alignment

- Curriculum, TEKS, 4 Year Plan (What)
- Year @ Glance (When)
- Teacher Prep Guide/Blueprint
- Lesson Plan (daily instruction, the "how")
- Testing (WFR pre and post testing, certification plan)
- Certification (validation, recognition, improve)

T-TESS
What will work for you?

This was our challenge this year and our data shows that we are on the right path!